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Dark Matter particles with inelastic interactions are ubiquitous in extensions of the Standard Model, yet
remain challenging to fully probe with existing strategies. We propose a series of powerful searches at
hadron and lepton colliders that are sensitive to inelastic dark matter dynamics. In representative models
featuring either a massive dark photon or a magnetic dipole interaction, we find that the LHC and BABAR
could offer strong sensitivity to the thermal relic dark matter parameter space for dark matter masses
between ∼100 MeV and 100 GeV and fractional mass-splittings above the percent level; future searches at
Belle II with a dedicated monophoton trigger could also offer sensitivity to thermal relic scenarios with
masses below a few GeV. Thermal scenarios with either larger masses or splittings are largely ruled out;
lower masses remain viable yet may be accessible with other search strategies.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.93.063523

I. INTRODUCTION
The observed cosmic abundance of dark matter (DM)
[1,2] is clear evidence of physics beyond the Standard Model
(SM). While the nongravitational dynamics of DM are not
currently known, additional interactions with the SM are
well-motivated and arise in many theories. In thermal DM
scenarios—a compelling paradigm for DM physics—these
possible interactions account for the observed cosmological
abundance via DM annihilation into the SM. This framework motivates DM physics with both mass scales and
interaction strengths potentially accessible at current experiments. It is therefore imperative to robustly test the thermal
DM paradigm with broad and complementary experimental
approaches.
In the most commonly studied weakly interacting
massive particle (WIMP) DM scenario, there is only one
DM particle which interacts with the SM via a single type
of interaction. In this case, obtaining the observed DM
abundance through thermal freeze-out fixes a minimum
coupling between SM and DM states, and a variety of
experiments can be used to test the possibility of thermal
DM. These constraints are strongest for DM with masses
above a few GeV, and a combination of direct-detection,
indirect-detection, collider, beam-dump, astrophysical, and
cosmological probes can dramatically narrow the window
for thermal DM [3–6].
However, the dark side of particle physics could exhibit a
richer structure, especially given the complexity of the SM,
and DM could even live in a dark sector (DS) with additional
particles and forces [7–11]. This presents both new challenges and new opportunities: some probes of DM can be
dramatically less sensitive in even the simplest DS scenarios,
relaxing the constraints on thermal DM, while at the same
time new prospects for the discovery of DM emerge.
In this paper, we explore some of the striking signatures at
colliders that can appear in a generic DS. A representative
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example of a DS consists of a dark matter particle which
is charged under a hidden gauge or global symmetry.
The DM can have both a symmetry-preserving mass and,
if the symmetry is spontaneously broken, also a symmetryviolating mass, which splits the mass eigenstates. In the limit
that the symmetry-breaking mass is much smaller than the
symmetry-preserving mass, the DM interactions are offdiagonal (between different mass eigenstates). This is a
straightforward realization of the inelastic DM (iDM)
scenario proposed by Tucker-Smith and Weiner [12], with
profound implications for experimental probes of DM.
In particular, the abundance of the heavier eigenstate
can be large in the early universe, facilitating efficient
coannihilation of DM, whereas the heavier eigenstate is
depleted today, suppressing indirect- and direct-detection
signatures. The small DM halo velocities imply that DM
has insufficient energy to up-scatter into the heavier state,
and so interactions through the off-diagonal coupling are
ineffective today.
By contrast, the energies of colliders such as the LHC
and B factories are typically large enough to produce both
the lighter and heavier DM mass eigenstates. In the iDM
scenario, the dominant DM coupling to SM states is
through the off-diagonal interaction, and so both eigenstates are produced simultaneously. When the heavier,
“excited” dark state (denoted with an asterisk) decays to
the lighter, “ground” dark state, some visible SM states are
emitted. Thus, in addition to the standard DM missing
transverse energy (ET ) collider signature [13–39], where
the DM system recoils off of a jet, photon, vector boson, or
Higgs boson, iDM models typically feature the emission
of associated soft SM states [21,40]. The characteristic
iDM collider signature is the production of DM þ DM
in association with a hard SM object X, followed by
the subsequent decay of DM → DM þ Y for some
potentially different SM states Y. The production is
summarized as
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram depicting a characteristic iDM
production event at the LHC: pp → j þ DM DM , where DM
is the dominant DM component in our halo and DM is a heavier,
unstable DS state. The final state contains visible SM particles
(γ or lþ l− ) and missing transverse energy produced in association with a QCD jet. At lepton colliders, a similar process of
interest is eþ e− → γDM DM .

pp → X þ DM þ DM
→ X þ DM þ ðDM → DM þ YÞ ≡ X þ ET þ Y
and is depicted schematically in Fig. 1. X is any state that
can be used to trigger on the event and reconstruct ET ;
throughout this study, we consider the case where X is a jet
for hadron colliders, and X is a photon for lepton colliders.
Y depends on the mode by which DM couples inelastically
to the SM. As we elaborate in Sec. II, the representative
models we consider lead to two promising modes of DM
decay, namely Y ¼ γ and Y ¼ lþ l− .
In this study, we propose a suite of collider searches
for inelastic DM signatures. In particular, we focus on DM
and DM masses in the 100 MeV–tens of GeV range, and
splittings of order ∼1%–10% of the DM mass, one of the
blind spots of the current search program due to the
suppression of indirect and direct detection signatures.
For such light masses, when the DM and DM states
recoil against a comparatively hard jet or photon, the soft
SM decay products of the excited state are typically aligned
with the missing momentum. We show that this feature
allows for the effective suppression of the electroweak
backgrounds for conventional monojet and monophoton
searches. Moreover, for thermal relic DM-SM couplings
and Oð10%Þ mass splittings between the ground and
excited states, the decay of DM can also occur on
macroscopic distances, leading to displaced vertices and
other nonprompt phenomena. This results in the possibility
of a low-background search over much of the DM
parameter space; indeed, the distinctive kinematics of
iDM production at colliders allows for sensitivity to the
interactions responsible for the cosmological DM abundance. This is in contrast with traditional collider probes of
many elastic DM models, where the large SM backgrounds
strongly limit the sensitivity to thermal relic scenarios
where the dominant DM-SM interaction is mediated by a
new particle with mass at or below the weak scale. We

illustrate the sensitivity to iDM in two concrete representative models: a model where DM interacts with the SM via
a kinetically mixed dark photon [41], and a model where
DM couples inelastically to the SM via a magnetic dipole
moment [42,43]. We summarize our results in Figs. 2–5.
In addition to the iDM signatures considered here, there
are many other manifestations of dark sector states at
colliders, which can give taggable objects such as hard
final-state radiation of new gauge bosons, energetic SM
states from excited DM decay, and dark showers [49–55]
that are complementary to our studies. Inelastic DM decays
with monojet þ soft hadronic displaced signatures were
considered in the contact interaction limit in Ref. [21].
Finally, monojet þ soft object searches are also useful for
compressed supersymmetric spectra (for recent examples,
see Ref. [56–65]), although our work examines parametrically different masses and splittings and different final
states, focusing particularly on long-lived decays and
exploiting different kinematic features.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II,
we present the two classes of representative models that
this paper studies. We then propose a series of potentially
powerful collider searches at both B factories and the LHC
in Sec. III. The cosmology of these models is described in
Sec. IV. Finally, we discuss existing constraints on the
simplified models in Sec. V.
II. REPRESENTATIVE MODELS
The classes of models we consider in this paper all
feature dark matter currents that couple inelastically to the
SM. Some of the simplest realizations of DM-SM interactions involve an additional massive mediator particle that
connects SM and DM currents—e.g. a kinetically mixed
dark photon or a Z0 . We also consider the possibility that
DM couples to SM gauge bosons via higher-dimensional
operators. In the simplest such example, fermionic DM
couples to γ=Z via a magnetic dipole moment: if DM is
Majorana, this coupling must be inelastic.
We now discuss in turn each of the two models in our
study: a dark photon and magnetic inelastic DM (MiDM).
A. Dark photon model
A simple, well-motivated candidate mediator between
the dark and visible sector is a massive dark-sector gauge
boson A0 , whose most general renormalizable Lagrangian
contains
ϵY 0 μν m2A0 0 0μ
F B þ
A μ A þ gBμ J μY þ gD A0μ J μD :
2 μν
2

ð1Þ

Here, ϵY is the kinetic mixing parameter, A0 is the massive
“dark photon” of a broken Uð1ÞD symmetry, B is the
hypercharge gauge boson, F0μν and Bμν are the dark-photon
and hypercharge field strength tensors, J Y is the SM
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FIG. 2. Collider projections for fermionic iDM in the dark photon model with αD ¼ 0.1 and mA0 =m1 ¼ 3 vs thermal relic density
target and other constraints. For LHC projections (red dashed), we consider a jet þ ET þ displaced lepton-jet topology in 13 TeV
running with 300 fb−1 . For B-factory projections, we consider existing constraints from BABAR on photon þ E (green solid), projected
reach of photon þ E þ displaced lepton signatures (green dashed), and projections for a possible Belle II monophoton þ E search
(purple dashed). See Sec. III for details. For Δ ¼ 0.1m1, we also show the projection for a proposed fixed-target missing-momentum
experiment (orange dashed) drawn from Ref. [44]; since this search would veto visible energy from χ 2 de-excitation, we conservatively
assume it only has sensitivity to Δ ¼ 0.1m1 . Also shown are constraints from LEP [45] and ðg − 2Þμ [9], whose sensitivities do not scale
with y; see Sec. V. Both experimental constraints are only sensitive to the visible coupling ϵ and mA0 . To avoid overstating these bounds,
we conservatively show their y contours for the reasonably large values of αD and mA0 =m1 given above, which reveals most of the
allowed parameter space (see Sec. II). For smaller values of αD ðm1 =mA0 Þ4 , as shown in Fig. 3, the y-reach for these bounds is greater and
shifts linearly downwards to cover more of the thermal relic line. The jagged spikes represent annihilation to hadronic final states as
discussed in Appendix A.

hypercharge current, J D is the dark current, and mA0 is the
dark photon’s mass.
After electroweak symmetry breaking, A0 mixes with
both γ and Z, so in the SM mass eigenbasis the Lagrangian
contains

After diagonalizing the kinetic terms, the dark photon’s
couplings to SM fermions are approximately given by [66]

ϵY 0
ϵ
Fμν Bμν → Y F0μν ðcos θW Fμν − sin θW Zμν Þ:
2
2

where ðY f ÞQf is the SM fermion’s (hyper)charge. In the
limit of a light A0 , the mixing is predominantly with the

ð2Þ

gA0 ff̄ ≈ −ϵY
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FIG. 3. Collider projections for fermionic iDM in the dark photon model with varying αD and mA0 =m1 . The plots in this figure depict
the same mass range and mass splittings as the top row of Fig. 2. Top row: same mA0 =m1 ratio as Fig. 2, but with αD ¼ α instead of
αD ¼ 0.1. Bottom row: same αD as in Fig. 2, but with the DM-mediator mass ratio mA0 =m1 ¼ 10. Similar scaling applies to the scalar
scenario shown in Fig. 4.

photon and gA0 f̄f ∼ ϵY cos θW eQf , so the visible sector
acquires a millicharge under Uð1ÞD and we exchange ϵY
for the related parameter
ϵ ≡ ϵY cos θW :

ð4Þ

After Uð1ÞD symmetry breaking, the DM charge eigenstates will generically mix, giving rise to a split spectrum
and inelastic DM, and we show the spectrum and interactions below.
In addition to proposing collider searches for DM
coupled via A0 , we also explore how the collider constraints
compare to the parameters giving the observed relic
abundance and other constraints. Since the A0 -mediated
scenario depends on five parameters—the lightest DM
mass, m1 ; the DM mass splitting, Δ; the A0 mass, mA0 ; the

dark gauge coupling, αD ≡ g2D =4π; and ϵ—care must be
taken to avoid overstating bounds on the parameter space.
In the Δ ≪ m1 ≲ mA0 =2 limit, the DM annihilation rate
largely depends on only two parameters: m1 , and the
dimensionless interaction strength y,

σv ∝

ϵ2 αD

m1
mA0

4

≡ y;

ð5Þ

which is insensitive to individual choices for each parameter so long as their product remains fixed [67]. Small
values of αD or of m1 =mA0 would lead to an overabundance
of dark matter unless ϵ is correspondingly larger; on
the other hand, different experimental bounds may not
scale straightforwardly with y. For example, precision QED
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FIG. 4.

Same as Fig. 2 but for scalar iDM in the dark photon model.

constraints depend only on ϵ and mA0 , and are independent
of m1 and αD . These constraints, expressed in terms of y,
would therefore be overstated for small values of αD and
m1 =mA0 relative to the y value required for the observed
relic abundance. To be conservative, it suffices to choose
large, order-one values of these quantities in computing
experimental bounds on y. We show later how the results
scale for different values of αD and m1 =mA0 .
For the secluded DM scenario (mA0 < m1 ) [9], the
annihilation process DM þ DM → A0 þ A0 sets the relic
abundance, which is independent of the A0 coupling to
SM states. Thus, there is no robust experimental target
for this scenario.1 It’s possible, however, to still produce
DM þ DM through a virtual A0 at colliders, with subsequent decay DM → DM þ A0. The A0 subsequently
1
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For a discussion of the interpolating regime m1 < mA0 <
2m1 , see Refs. [67,68].

decays into SM final states. This kind of topology would
fall under the scenarios studied by Refs. [53,54].
Furthermore, the direct production of the DM states may
not be the discovery channel of this class of models, as now
the A0 could be produced directly and observed through its
decays into lþ l− or into dijets (see Refs. [66,69] for recent
studies). Because mA0 ≳ 2m1 offers a clear, experimentally
promising target for the parameters giving the observed
relic abundance, we focus on that scenario.
Returning to iDM, the y necessary for freeze-out grows
with increasing mass splittings, Δ, but is still a useful
variable to characterize the parameter space for fixed Δ. For
a purely inelastic coupling, the Δ ≳ m1 regime is excluded
by a combination of collider and precision-QED probes
(see Figs. 2–4). Similarly, for sufficiently small DM
parameters m1 =mA0 or αD ≪ 1, these same constraints rule
out the thermal freeze-out hypothesis (see Fig. 3). Thus, the
viable parameter space for thermal iDM coupled to an A0
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FIG. 5. Collider projections for dipole iDM vs. thermal relic density target and other constraints. For LHC projections, we consider
monojet þ ET þ photon topology in 13 TeV running with 300 fb−1 . The curves show projections assuming a prompt photon. For
BABAR projections, we propose a diphoton þ E search (green dashed). See Sec. III for details. Also shown are constraints from a LEP
diphoton þ E search [46], LUX [47], and Fermi line searches [48]. For Fermi searches, we use the conservative isothermal profile to
avoid overstating indirect detection bounds; constraints on μ2γ for more conventional NFW or Einasto profiles are about a factor of 2–3
stronger than shown here. See Sec. V for more details on all constraints. We truncate LHC search results where the effective field theory
dipole description is no longer valid, which accounts for sharp features at large dipole strength and large mass; see Sec. III for a detailed
discussion.

requires Δ ≲ Oð10%Þ, comparable DM/mediator masses,
and sizable αD ≲ 1, so our search strategy in this paper
primarily targets this regime.

−L ⊃ mD ηξ þ

1. Inelastic fermion current
Consider a familiar Dirac spinor ψ ¼ ðηξ† Þ charged
under the Uð1ÞD gauge symmetry. The vector current is
J μ ¼ ψ̄γ μ ψ ¼ η† σ̄ μ η − ξ† σ̄ μ ξ;

when the symmetry is spontaneously broken, the components of ψ can also acquire Majorana masses:

ð6Þ

where η and ξ are two-component Weyl fermions. Gauge
invariance allows only a Dirac mass term, mD . However,

mη
mξ
ηη þ
ξξ þ H:c:;
2
2

ð7Þ

The Majorana masses should be viewed as (mη ; mξ Þ ≈
ðyη ; yξ ÞhviD (where hviD is the dark VEV), and can be
parametrically smaller than the gauge boson mass for small
Yukawa couplings relative to the dark gauge coupling.
Because the Uð1ÞD symmetry is restored in the limit that
the Majorana masses go to zero, it is natural for the
Majorana masses to be smaller than the Dirac mass. In
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this limit, the spectrum is split in the diagonal mass basis
into two nearly equal Majorana mass eigenstates, where the
mass eigenstates couple predominantly inelastically. For
example, if the Majorana masses are equal, (mη ¼ mξ ), the
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
mass eigenstates are χ 1 ¼ iðη − ξÞ= 2, χ 2 ¼ ðη þ ξÞ= 2
with eigenvalues m1;2 ¼ mD ∓ mM , and the vector current
now couples different states to one other,
J μ ¼ iðχ †1 σ̄ μ χ 2 − χ †2 σ̄ μ χ 1 Þ ≡ J μiDM ;

ð8Þ

where the iDM subscript emphasizes the inelasticity of
the interaction. This is true irrespective of the size of Δ;
because the only allowed coupling of a Majorana fermion
to a gauge boson is via an axial current, this coupling is
forbidden for a vector interaction if parity is conserved in
the Majorana masses.
In the more general case where parity is violated and
mη ≠ mξ , the mass eigenvalues are
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m1;2 ¼ m2D þ ðmη − mξ Þ2 =4  ðmη þ mξ Þ=2; ð9Þ
and the physical splitting is Δ ¼ mη þ mξ . In this case, the
vector current contains an additional elastic piece:
mD
ﬃ J μiDM
J μ ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
mD þ ðmξ − mη Þ =4
mξ − mη
þ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ðχ †2 σ̄ μ χ 2 − χ †1 σ̄ μ χ 1 Þ:
4m2D þ ðmξ − mη Þ2

ð10Þ

Because we consider cases where Δ is not too much smaller
than the Dirac mass, we include the effects of the elastic
coupling by assuming mη ¼ Δ, mξ ¼ 0 when determining
various constraints on the model.
2. Inelastic scalar current
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assumed that the φ expectation value remains zero in order
to preserve a symmetry to stabilize the DM.
Diagonalizing the masspﬃﬃterms
in Eq. (12) yields
ﬃ
eigenstates ϕ1;2 ¼ðφφ Þ= 2 with corresponding masssquared eigenvalues μ2  ρ2 . The vector current is now
J μ ¼ iðϕ1 ∂ μ ϕ2 − ϕ1 ∂ μ ϕ2 Þ;

which is purely off-diagonal. Because the scalar mass
eigenstates are real, no diagonal interactions with a single
A0 are allowed. The covariant derivative also yields diagonal quartic terms of the form ϕi ϕi A0 A0 , which gives an
elastic scattering mode involving pairs of gauge bosons, but
the coupling to fermions in colliders and other experiments
is suppressed by one loop.
B. γ=Z-mediated dipole interaction
The other representative model we consider is magnetic
inelastic DM (MiDM) [42,43]. If we consider a DM Dirac
fermion ψ ¼ ðηξ† Þ, it can have a direct coupling to the SM
through the dipole interaction
μ
L ¼ B ψ̄σ μν Bμν ψ;
ð14Þ
2
iμ
¼ B ðξσ ½μ; σ̄ ν η þ ξ† σ̄ ½μ; σ ν η† ÞBμν þ H:c:; ð15Þ
4
where μB is a dipole moment of dimension inverse mass,
σ μν ¼ 2i ½γ μ ; γ ν  and σ μ ðσ̄ μ Þ ¼ ð1; σ i Þ, where σ i is a Pauli
matrix. This interaction is well-motivated and arises in a
wide variety of DM models [6,40,70–76].
In the absence of an exact DM U(1) symmetry, the
components of ψ can also have Majorana masses.
pﬃﬃﬃ In terms
of the mass eigenstates, ξðηÞ ¼ ðχ 1  iχ 2 Þ= 2, this operator becomes
μB
χ̄ σ Bμν χ 2 þ H:c:;
2 1 μν

Similar conclusions follow if the DM is a complex scalar
φ with vector current
J μ ¼ iðφ ∂ μ φ − φ∂ μ φ Þ:

ð11Þ

If the φ scalar potential contains both Uð1ÞD -preserving
and -violating mass terms, the l mass terms for φ can be
written as
1
−L ⊃ μ2 φ φ þ ρ2 φφ þ H:c:;
2

ð12Þ

where μ and ρ are “Dirac” and “Majorana”-like mass terms
for a scalar particle, which respectively preserve and break
any gauge symmetry under which φ is charged.2 We have
A mass term of type VðφÞ ¼ ðρ0 Þ2 Imðφ2 Þ=2 is also allowed;
however, because the scalars are real in the mass basis, an SO(2)
rotation among the scalars does not induce a diagonal coupling
between A0 and the mass eigenstates, and so it has no effect on our
results.
2

ð13Þ

ð16Þ

where we have built 4-component Majorana fermions
from each of the χ 1;2 Weyl spinors. For the dipole-mediated
scenario, we assume this operator is the lowest-dimension
interaction arising from a UV theory with additional
(hyper) charged field content; for an explicit construction,
see Ref. [40]. After electroweak symmetry breaking, this
operator decomposes into
L¼

μγ
μ
χ̄ 1 σ μν Fμν χ 2 þ Z χ̄ 1 σ μν Zμν χ 2 þ H:c:;
2
2

ð17Þ

in the γ and Z mass eigenbasis, where μZ =μγ ¼ − tan θW ;
although higher-dimensional operators can modify this
ratio [40], we consider the simplest case where the ratio
is given by the weak mixing angle, and we parametrize our
results in terms of μγ . Because dipole moments vanish for
Majorana fermions, there is no diagonal coupling akin to
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A. Dark photon
1. LHC
We describe the LHC signatures of the dark photon
iDM model introduced in Sec. II. We focus on the regime
of few-GeV iDM masses, where existing constraints on
Average Lab Frame Decay Length

103

γ cτ 10

Dark matter searches at high-energy colliders traditionally feature missing (transverse) energy (ET or MET) and
fit into two broad categories: searches for DM produced
from the decays of additional new SM-charged states such
as t-channel mediators [77–79], and searches targeting
direct DM production through the reaction pp → DM þ
DM þ X where X is some visible SM state. The former
class is more model-dependent by nature, although wellmotivated frameworks like supersymmetry (SUSY) fall
into this category; by contrast, the latter is more modelindependent because it relies primarily on DM’s direct
coupling to the SM. In recent years, there have been many
proposed searches and analyses for DM pair-production,
which yields ET in association with SM final states,

13 TeV

104

6

III. COLLIDER SEARCH PROPOSALS

s

105

Δ=

102

y

the interactions of fermion iDM with a dark photon.
However, in computing DM annihilation rates, we include
the effects of the higher-order t-channel processes
χ 1 χ 1 → γγ, γZ, and ZZ (see Fig. 6).
As in the A0 scenario, our focus is on covering the
parameter space that induces a thermal relic annihilation in
the early universe. However, a crucial difference in this case
is that, for a given Δ, the annihilation rate depends only on
μγ and m1 , so no additional assumptions need to be made in
order to compare different kinds of experimental bounds
against the thermal relic benchmark. Thermal Majorana
MiDM with a mass splitting Δ ≳ 0.2m1 is nearly excluded
already by a combination of direct, indirect, and collider
searches (see Fig. 5). For smaller mass splittings, only the
m1 ≳ 100 GeV region is robustly ruled out by gamma-ray
line searches, so the searches proposed in this paper are
designed to target the remaining viable parameter space.

cm

FIG. 6. Leading self-annihilation (top) and inelastic annihilation (bottom) diagrams through the effective dipole interaction
depicted as a solid dot.

including monojet, monophoton, and mono-boson [13–39].
Indeed, the LHC is particularly well-suited for discovering
classes of DM models with contact interactions of light
DM, where the sensitivity of direct and indirect-detection
experiments is suboptimal, although these searches remain
insensitive to contact-interaction strengths sufficient to
induce thermal relic annihilation rates in the early universe
for light mediators.
In an extended DS, two different particles in the DS can be
produced in association at colliders, in contrast with mono-X
searches that target only the production of ground-state
particles. As a result, we show that the collider sensitivity to
scenarios such as iDM can be enhanced by tagging the decay
products of the associated state(s), providing a powerful
handle for background rejection. We focus on the representative models in Sec. II. However, there also exist models
where the DM lives in an extended DS, which can give rise
to more varied and spectacular signatures than those we
consider (see, for example, Refs. [49–55]).
We now propose a series of new searches at both the
LHC and B factories that can dramatically improve the
sensitivity to the scenarios introduced in Sec. II. We
organize our searches by model, since the models give
very different signatures at colliders.

0.1

m

1

101
Δ=

100
10

1

10

2

10 –3
0.1

0.4

m

1

1

10

100

m2 GeV

FIG. 7. Lab frame decay lengths in the fermion iDM dark
photon model for boosted χ 2 deexictation via χ 2 → χ 1 μpþﬃﬃμﬃ − ,
which is mediated by an off-shell A0 . Events are shown at s ¼
13 TeV and requiring a leading jet pT > 120 GeV. The results
are normalized to y ¼ 10−6 for simple comparison with
Figs. 2–4.
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pp → j þ A0 → jχ 2 χ 1

ð18Þ

→ jlþ l− χ 1 χ 1 :

ð19Þ

The location of the displaced vertex determines the
sensitivity of LHC searches to the A0 model. If χ 2 escapes
the detector before decaying, the signature reverts to that
probed by conventional monojet searches. If χ 2 decays at
distances ≲1 mm, then large (quasi-)prompt SM electroweak, top, and QCD backgrounds become important. We
find the best sensitivity is in between these two regimes.
The signal also features distinctive kinematics for
the dilepton pair. For mA0 ∼ mχ ∼ GeV, the A0 is highly
boosted when recoiling off the high-pT jet. As a result,
the decay products are highly collimated in the decays
A0 → χ 2 χ 1 → lþ l− χp
1 χﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 . In particular, the leptons are
well within ΔR ≡ Δη2 þ Δϕ2 < 0.4 of one another
(see Fig. 8 for a representative benchmark point), giving
rise to a lepton jet signature (see Refs. [11,49,55,80–86] for
examples of lepton jets in other contexts). Similarly, the
lepton jet will be collimated with the ET of the event, as
illustrated in Fig. 9. In our analysis, we focus on the decays
to muons since the backgrounds are smaller for this final
state due to a lower fake rate. All of the above features of
From this point on, we use χ 2 and χ 1 as placeholders for DM
excited and ground states, respectively, regardless of whether DM
is a scalar or fermion.
4
We also include DM production via j þ ðZ → χ 2 χ 1 Þ,
although this is subdominant for the parameters we study.
3

m1

5 GeV , mA'

3 m1

25

20
Δ

Percent Events

thermal DM are relatively weak and for which dedicated
collider searches must be developed to tag the SM states
from DM decay. In our model, the excited state DM
decays via A0ðÞ to DM þ f̄f with the latter being SM
fermions. Since ΓDM ∼ Δ5 =m4A0 (see Appendix A), DM is
long-lived on collider scales for GeV-scale masses and
moderate mass splittings (Δ=m1 ∼ 0.01–0.1), giving rise to
decays within the LHC detectors at a displaced vertex. The
signature is striking, but the leptons are typically both
collimated and soft, motivating dedicated collider searches.
We show a representative decay length distribution in
Fig. 7. A part of the parameter space was explored in
Ref. [21] in the context of iDM for fully hadronic χ 2 → χ 1
decays over a range of masses at fixed splitting, with a
focus on contact operators with couplings to quarks.3
In our representative model, A0 couples to the quarks and
leptons via hypercharge kinetic mixing. We focus on the
case where mA0 > m2 þ m1 ; in this scenario, the A0 is
produced on-shell in association with a jet4 and the A0
decays to χ 1 χ 2 . The χ 2 subsequently decays via an off-shell
A0 to χ 1 plus SM fermions. In particular, we focus on the
decays to leptons, giving rise to a displaced dilepton vertex
in association with a hard jet and missing momentum. In
particular, we consider the reaction
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FIG. 8. ΔR spectrum between the displaced dilepton tracks in
the dark photon model. We consider Δ ¼ 0.1m1 and Δ ¼ 0.4m1 ,
assuming m1 ¼ 5 GeV and mA ¼ 15 GeV.

the signal combine to give a striking final state at the LHC,
as we show below.
The backgrounds for displaced vertex searches are small,
but difficult to estimate due to contributions from rare
heavy-flavor decays as well as random track crossings in
the detector. Monte Carlo (MC) tools do not always model
the backgrounds well, which is why the experimental
collaborations typically perform data-driven background
estimates for long-lived particle searches. While we lack
the tools and the data to do such an estimate, in what
follows we discuss in turn the most important SM processes
that can mimic the signal and perform rudimentary estimates of the importance for each, arguing that our proposed
final state could well result in a virtually background-free
search. This conclusion is also supported by the very low
backgrounds observed by ATLAS for soft displaced dilepton vertices [87]; the trigger and event selections for this
analysis require at least one very high pT lepton or trackless
jet, however, and so the analysis in its current form is not
sensitive to dark photon iDM signatures. The background
estimates we provide must, of course, be verified by
detailed study by the experimental collaborations.
In our analysis, we perform all signal and background
calculations in this section with Madgraph 5 [88], with
subsequent showering and hadronization in Pythia 6
[89], and jet clustering with Fastjet 3 [90]. Moreover,
we use Feynrules to define the two representative
models in our study [91].
Backgrounds:
(i) Real photon conversion. Nonprompt leptons can
arise from the conversion of real photons via
collisions with material or gas in the detector. A
photon traversing the inner detector (ID) inside
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FIG. 9. Distributions of jΔϕj between the momentum of the lepton jet and the ET of the event in the dark photon model. We consider
Δ ¼ 0.1m1 and Δ ¼ 0.4m1 , assuming m1 ¼ 5 GeV and mA0 ¼ 15 GeV (blue); m1 ¼ 50 GeV and mA0 ¼ 150 GeV (red).

ATLAS or CMS will go through one radiation length
of material, so an Oð1Þ-fraction of the photons
convert into an eþ e− pair. Moreover, the production
pﬃﬃﬃ
cross section for pp → jγðZ → νν̄Þ at
s¼
13 TeV is ≈100 fb, after requiring a jet with pT >
120 GeV and a sufficiently energetic, isolated photon. Nevertheless, there are several handles to
significantly reduce this background. First, events
where the photon carries some of the momentum
away can be rejected by applying stringent isolation
requirements on the leptons. Second, leptons originating from material-dense parts of the detector and/
or consistent with photon conversion can be vetoed.
Third, the invariant mass distribution of the leptons
from photon conversions will peak at zero mass as
they originate from an on-shell photon. Finally, the
photon conversion probability to muons is supm2e
−5
pressed relative to electrons by m
. All of
2 ≈ 10
μ

these considerations combine to allow an estimate of
negligible background from photon conversions.
(ii) QCD. Displaced tracks could originate from QCDinitiated jets, particularly those giving rise to longlived B or K hadrons which in turn decay to π and/or
μ. Estimating this background from first principles is
not feasible due to the dependence on hadronization
effects and the challenge of estimating muon misidentification rates. From first principles, one of
the largest potential backgrounds is from B-meson
production and decay into leptons. The branching
ratio for the reaction B0 → D þ l þ X is ∼10−3 .
The production cross section for two energetic pT >
100 GeV b quarks is in turn ≈103 pb. The total
cross section is then given by ∼pb × ϵl × ϵother,

where ϵl is the probability for the two leptons to
be isolated, above a certain energy threshold and
within a small ΔR from each other; ϵother refers to the
probability associated with other signal region criteria, such as the requirement to generate enough
missing energy. While we expect this rate to be
small, we nonetheless determine an approximate
upper bound on the probability for a QCD-initiated
event to give a hard leading jet with pT > 120 GeV,
and two muon tracks with pT > 5 GeV appearing at
a displaced vertex (both muon tracks have transverse
impact parameter jd0 j between 1 mm and 30 cm, and
the point of closest approach of the tracks is <1 mm).
We estimate this probability to be <10−7 , which
bounds the QCD cross section to be ≲100 fb. This
requirement is before requiring significant missing
energy from hadrons in the event, and before requiring that the missing energy be near the muon-tracks
or any other kinematic features characteristic of
signal. Our estimate of very small QCD backgrounds
is confirmed by the very low number of background
events for displaced dilepton vertices, even for
invariant masses below mb and without requiring
that the leptons be isolated [87].
(iii) Pile-up. In the QCD estimate, we assumed that the
jet and the muons from long-lived hadron decays
originate from the same primary vertex. In the
upcoming running of the LHC, the increased luminosity comes with the price of a large number of
primary vertices per bunch crossing due to pile-up.
Therefore, it is possible that the soft, displaced
muons could originate from a different primary
vertex. Since the signal muons are highly collimated,
however, they point in the same direction as the
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FIG. 10. pT distributions for the leading and subleading muons in χ 2 → χ 1 μþ μ− decays at the LHC at
mediated scenario for representative masses and splittings.

long-lived particle, which passes through the primary vertex with the high-pT jet. Therefore, even
though each muon has a high impact parameter,
applying a selection requirement that the dimuon
momentum approximately point back to the primary
vertex can be used to suppress long-lived hadronic
backgrounds from other primary vertices.
(iv) Jet þ di-tau. The cross section for a high-pT jet,
along with two τ leptons p
within
ΔR < 0.01 of one
ﬃﬃﬃ
another, at the LHC at s ¼ 13 TeV is ≈10 fb.
Accounting for the requirement that both taus decay
to a muon further reduces this rate to ∼10−1 fb. In
addition, for this background component to mimic
the signal, both taus need to decay within ∼100 μm
of each other. And finally, we note that since each
muon-track originates from a different τ parent, the
mμμ distribution will be distinct from the signal
where both tracks originate from the χ 2 .
(v) Jets þ V → ET . A potential background may originate from the reaction pp → jets þ V, with V either
a Z or a W boson decaying to give missing energy.
For this background to contaminate the signal
region, one would need the two tracks to originate
from the jets. Through a reasoning analogous to that
used above for the QCD background, this background component should be in the range of less
than ∼0.01 fb, and so relatively negligible for our
analyses.
(vi) Backgrounds from fake missing energy. Typically,
experimental analyses require a minimum separation
between missing energy and other objects in the
event to suppress fake missing energy from calorimeter or momentum mis-measurement. By contrast, our signal is collimated with the missing

50

60

pﬃﬃﬃ
s ¼ 13 TeV in the A0 -

energy, and so fake missing energy is a potential
concern. We exploit the fact that the muons from
signal decays are relatively soft (typically, the
summed muon pT =ET is ≲0.2; see Fig. 10), and
so fake missing momentum is not expected to be
important.
Signal region: The above considerations motivate the
following selections for the signal region:
(i) Trigger on a monojet þ ET . For run 1, for instance,
CMS used a HT > 120 GeV trigger [36], where HT
is the missing momentum as computed in all
subsystems excluding the muon system. We assume
such
pﬃﬃﬃ a trigger for our sensitivity estimates for
s ¼ 13 TeV, although note that the exact values
for run 2 could be higher. The additional use of the
soft leptons could help keep trigger thresholds low;
for example, ATLAS has an analysis which has
requirements as low as pT > 6 GeV for muons at
trigger level [92]. Nevertheless, we also checked that
with a trigger of pTj > 200 GeV and HT > 200 GeV,
the signal sensitivity is degraded by approximately a
factor of 2 in rate.
(ii) One leading jet with pT > 120 GeV and allow only
one extra jet with pT > 30 GeV; the leading jet and
H T should be back-to-back.
(iii) One displaced muon jet, μJ, consisting of at least
two muons with jd0 j between 1 mm and 30 cm, and
whose tracks cross within 1 mm; the two muon
tracks each have pT > 5 GeV.
(iv) H T > 120 GeV.
(v) jΔϕðET ; μJÞj < 0.4.
We show our
pﬃﬃﬃprojections for the LHC sensitivity to this
topology at s ¼ 13 TeV, assuming L ¼ 300 fb−1 of
integrated luminosity in Fig. 2 through Fig. 4 for fermionic
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and scalar DM. As motivated above, we assume a mostly
background-free signal region, and therefore plot sensitivities for 10 signal events. The unique kinematics of the
signals we study could allow the LHC to probe the very
couplings responsible for establishing the DM abundance
in the early universe through thermal freeze-out.
We also note that the search strategies introduced in this
paper are often sensitive to inelastic interaction strengths
well below those required for thermal freeze-out; this is
especially true for large mass splittings. In the absence of
other interactions, this would predict an overabundance of
DM. However, this parameter space can still be interesting
if the inelastic annihilation rate is subdominant to that of
some other process which sets the abundance.5
2. B factories
B factories have the potential to make significant
progress in the exploration of DM with inelastic interactions for DM masses within kinematic reach (below a few
GeV). This is due to the very high luminosity and clean
environment of an eþ e− collider.
There are two potential avenues to pursue at a B factory.
One possibility is to search for direct production of the
ground and excited states with subsequent decay of the
excited state to (displaced) tracks. It is unclear, however,
whether such displaced tracks are sufficiently energetic or
well-reconstructed to pass the trigger in analyses such
as Ref. [93]. Alternatively, one can trigger on and
reconstruct a visible SM state Y produced in association
with DM (eþ e− → DM þ DM þ Y). In particular, the
BABAR experiment instrumented a monophoton trigger
for ≈60 fb−1 of the total dataset. In our study, we conservatively consider only the latter scenario as a trigger for our
proposals, although both possibilities should be investigated
by B factories. We base the following results on the analysis
from Ref. [94], which used a photon trigger with threshold Eγ > 2 GeV.
Monophoton þ missing energy: The analysis from
Ref. [94] performed a search for (untagged) decays of
ϒð3SÞ → A0 þ γ (L ≈ 25 fb−1 ), where A0 is an invisiblydecaying pseudoscalar, with a stringent veto on additional
activity in the detector. The dark photon in our model is
produced through the reaction eþ e− → γ þ A0 , with
5

For instance, there could be a dominant annihilation channel
to a new spin-0 particle ϕ so that χ 1;2 χ 1;2 → ϕϕ sets the relic
abundance. The scalar ϕ can then decay to SM states (through
Higgs ϕ mixing, for instance) and may be difficult to test robustly.
Unlike in the purely inelastic regime, indirect detection signatures
may now be present, but the discovery potential of this approach
depends on whether the annihilation rate is p or s wave, and
either one suffices for the purpose of thermal freeze-out. Nonetheless, in many such cases, the inelastic search strategy may
offer the best discovery potential, although the connection
between the inelastic coupling and the cosmological history is
model dependent.

subsequent decay A0 → χ 2 χ 1. Although our model produces visible states in χ 2 decays, the kinematics of the dark
photon signal can still populate the BABAR signal region,
which consisted of a bump search in the missing mass
variable m2X ¼ m2ϒð3SÞ − 2Eγ;CM mϒð3SÞ . For our signal to
appear in this search, the χ 2 has to decay either outside the
detector or into soft final states that fall below BABAR’s
thresholds (we use the thresholds listed in Ref. [95]).
A complication of this analysis is that, for mA0 < 1 GeV,
the signal could appear in the BABAR control region, in
which case the signal mimics the kinematics of the
irreducible γγ background. In this mass regime, we set a
conservative bound by assuming that the signal represents
all of the events in the control region.
The results of the BABAR monophoton þ missing energy
recast are shown in Fig. 2 to 4. We also provide a projection
for Belle II assuming 50 ab−1 of luminosity with an
instrumented monophoton trigger [96]. For a more extensive
discussion of the details of this analysis, see Ref. [97]
and Ref. [96].
Monophoton þ displaced tracks þ missing energy:
A potentially more striking signature of iDM at B factories
could be uncovered by a reanalysis of BABAR data. In
particular, the reaction eþ e− → γ þ A0 can give rise to
displaced tracks and missing momentum in the final state.
As before, we assume use of the monophoton trigger,
and offline selection of two displaced leptons with p >
100 MeV and transverse impact parameter jd0 j between
1 cm and 50 cm, as in Ref. [93]. Based on Ref. [98], we use
a lepton reconstruction efficiency of 50% in our estimates.
We expect backgrounds from resonances (arising from
the decay of a hadron, or through radiative return) in this
channel to be low, particularly after requiring significant E
and removing dilepton pairs consistent with hadronic
resonances. Studies of backgrounds in related searches
for B0 → J=ψγ [99] and radiative decays of ϒ → γðA0 →
μþ μ− Þ [100] (where A0 is a light exotic scalar) suggest that
this may indeed be the case for our proposed channel.
Additionally, from Ref. [101], another potential background is that from γπ þ π − , and γγ with one of the γ
converting to a lþ l− pair. However, the former can be
reduced with the requirement that the tracks originate from
a high impact parameter vertex, and the both the former and
the latter could be reduced through a combination of a
missing mass cut and a cut on the invariant mass of the
tracks.
Results: The above proposed searches at BABAR prove
complementary to the searches at the LHC that we
advocate. In particular, we find they have the potential
to cover thermal relic territory for the Oð10Þ% fractional
mass splittings that are the focus of our analysis. Figues 2–4
illustrate the potentially powerful reach that BABAR could
achieve with a dedicated monophoton þ displaced tracks
search. Additional improvements could be achieved by
future B factories [96] depending on whether or not they are
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instrumented with a monophoton trigger, especially outside
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
of the control region where the sensitivity scales as L;
therefore, our analysis provides further motivation for the
development of a monophoton trigger for Belle II.
B. Magnetic dipole interaction
1. LHC
The second simplified model we consider is dark matter
coupled inelastically via a magnetic dipole moment (see
Sec. II). In this scenario, the excited DM state χ 2 decays
via χ 2 → χ 1 þ γ. We are interested specifically in the
mχ ∼ 100 MeV–100 GeV, Oð10%Þ splitting inelastic limit
considered earlier. As before, the decay products of χ 2 →
χ 1 þ γ are typically too soft to serve as the main trigger
objects, and so we rely on the associated production of a
high-pT jet. Thus, we predict a pp → j þ ET þ γ signature. Existing work has studied the scenario with a hard
photon originating from larger splittings between DM
states in both the prompt and long-lived limits [40,52].
There are two principal distinctions between the dipole
scenario and the dark photon considered earlier. The dipole
is a dimension-5 operator, and so the decay width of χ 2
through the dipole μγ in the limit of small splittings Δ goes
like Γ ∼ μ2γ Δ3 (see Appendix A); by contrast, decays
through an off-shell dark photon scale like Δ5 =m4A0 and is
suppressed by 3-body phase space. As a result, the decays
are prompt over a wide range of the dipole parameter space,
and consequently the backgrounds are significantly larger
than in the displaced muon jet analysis. Furthermore, it is
more challenging to reconstruct soft photons than soft
muons, with the photon reconstruction efficiency > 0.5
only above ET ¼ 15 GeV (see, for example, Ref. [102]).
Thus, the sensitivity of a dedicated search for the existence
and kinematics of the soft photon is lower than for the
dimuons. Nevertheless, we find that dedicated monojet þ
photon þ missing energy searches can be competitive with
existing limits and cover interesting, unexplored parts of the
parameter space, particularly for B-factory probes.
We consider two cases: in the first, χ 2 decays on lengths
shorter than the pointing resolution of the electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECAL), namely ≲25 mm for ETγ ≈ 20 GeV
[103]. This region of lifetimes can be probed by dressing
the canonical monojet searches with a prompt, soft photon
requirement. Such searches have significant electroweak
backgrounds, but our proposed searches are competitive
with existing constraints and can have some sensitivity over
new parameter space due to the distinctive signal kinematics. Second, for small dipole moments, the decay occurs on
macroscopic scales and the photon from χ 2 decay does not
point back to the primary vertex. Such nonpointing photon
signatures have been considered in SUSY searches [102]
for pairs of photons. For our signal, χ 2 is highly boosted if
the photon is hard enough to be seen in the detector, and so
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it still points approximately in the direction of the primary
vertex; consequently, when the photon decays before the
ECAL, its pointing displacement is typically ≲cm, and so
cannot be effectively distinguished from prompt decays.
Thus, we focus on prompt searches here.
We begin by examining the relevant backgrounds. In our
analysis, we use the same MC tools as for the dark photon
model described above. We renormalize backgrounds using
an average next-to-leading-order K factor calculated using
MCFM [104,105]; as we show below, the signal over most
parts of parameter space is produced via ðZ → χ 2 χ 1 Þ þ j,
and so we apply the Z þ jets K factor to signal as well.
Backgrounds:
(i) Jets þ γ þ l þ ν. This dominant background comes
from W þ jets, where the lepton undergoes bremsstrahlung and emits a photon. While lepton vetoes
can be used to suppress this background, a hard
photon and soft lepton occur in a substantial fraction
of events. The resulting photon is correlated with the
direction of the lepton, and for boosted W bosons,
this results in a soft photon aligned with ET . This
provides an irreducible background mimicking our
signal. We assume that photons produced by collisions of the lepton with gas and detector material can
be suppressed through careful event selection, and
so the dominant background comes from prompt
photons. Applying the lepton veto from the ATLAS
analysis [38] and a sample of preselection requirements (pTj > 120 GeV, ET > 100 GeV, an isolated
ETγ > 15 GeV), and jΔϕðET ; γÞj < 1.5, this background
pﬃﬃﬃ has a cross section of approximately 250 fb
at s ¼ 13 TeV.
(ii) Jet þ ðZ → ν̄νÞ. This is the dominant background
for monojet searches at the LHC, and it produces
photons through decays of pions and other hadrons.
However, the photons are typically neither energetic
nor isolated, and the presence of nearby hadronic
activity can be used to greatly suppress this background. After requiring the same preselection cuts as
for W þ jets, the cross section is approximately 5 fb.
The photon is typically aligned with the jet, and
unlike for the signal and W þ jets background, this
can be used to provide significant discrimination.
There may also be fakes where an additional jet
fakes a photon, although we expect that they can be
suppressed with sufficiently tight photon identification requirements so that the rate is subdominant to
the W þ jets background.
(iii) Jet þ γ þ ðZ → ν̄νÞ. This background is the same as
the above but with the inclusion of a hard, prompt
photon. Its cross section after pre-selection is approximately 50 fb, which is larger than the pure Z þ
jets rate. The Z þ jets background has very similar
kinematics to the Z þ γ þ jets, with the photon
typically correlated with the direction of the jet.
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FIG. 11. Distributions of jΔϕj between the momentum of the photon and the ET of the event for SM backgrounds (left) and signal in
the dipole model (right). For signal, we consider Δ ¼ 0.1m1, m1 ¼ 5 and 50 GeV.

(iv) Fake missing energy. Because the photon is aligned
with the missing energy, it is possible that QCD
backgrounds fake both missing energy from jet
mismeasurement as well as a photon from the same
jet. We cannot simulate this background. However,
the ratio of ETγ =ET is typically small (≲20%) for
signal and large for fake backgrounds, and so we
expect that it can be greatly suppressed through ET
isolation requirements. We expect that this background should be negligible, and can be suppressed
by increasing the pT and ET thresholds if necessary.
While there are some fake backgrounds that we cannot
simulate, the above estimates are sufficient for a qualitative
estimate of the parameter space reach of a monojet þ
photon analysis.
Signal region: We employ a monojet þ missing energy
trigger. At 8 TeV, the lowest threshold monojet þ ET trigger
required monojet pT > 80 GeV and ET > 105 GeV [36],
with the efficiency plateau somewhat higher. This threshold
may increase at higher energies; however, if the photon from
χ 2 decay is sufficiently hard, it may be used to lower the
monojet trigger threshold.6 Therefore, we perform an
analysis with this trigger as the minimum threshold. We
also briefly consider the effect of a higher threshold: for
example, if we consider instead a minimum threshold of
pTj > 200 GeV and ET > 200 GeV, the results are nearly
unchanged for Δ ≲ 0.1m1 because, in this regime, the χ 2
needs a large boost for the photon to mass minimum
reconstruction thresholds, driving the signal events to the
large pT and ET regime. For larger Δ, less boost is needed for

signal events to pass the photon cuts, and we find a
degradation of ≲25% for the prompt search. This does
not qualitatively change our results.
The backgrounds presented above limit the effectiveness
of the prompt analysis and motivate the signal region for
our analysis, which is obtained by cutting on various
kinematic observables. We scan over values of the cuts,
and the least constraining values of each cut are
listed below:
(i) One central hard jet (jηj < 2.5, pT > 120 GeV) and
allow only one extra jet with pT > 30 GeV; the
leading jet and ET should be back-to-back.
(ii) Missing momentum ET > 105 GeV.
(iii) One isolated7 central photon (minimum
ET > 15 GeV). We apply a flat 50% identification
efficiency for the photon, which is appropriate for
ET ≈ 15 GeV [102].
(iv) Difference in azimuthal angle jΔϕðET ; γÞj < 1, as
motivated by Fig. 11. qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(v) Transverse mass: mT ≡ 2ET ETγ ½1−cosΔϕðET ;γÞ
<50GeV.
(vi) The long-lived particle decay must occur before
reaching the ECAL and faster than 4 ns. We also
impose a pointing requirement: we calculate the
distance jΔzγ j by using the photon direction to
determine the point of closest approach to the
primary vertex in the transverse plane, and then
defining jΔzγ j to be the longitudinal distance between this point and the primary vertex [103]. We
require that jΔzγ j be within the detector resolution,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
and so satisfies jΔzγ j ≲ 15 mm 50 GeV=ETγ .

6

In the CMS high-level trigger at 8 TeV, photons as soft as
ET > 23 GeV were used to keep the diphoton trigger threshold
low [106]).

7

We require no more than 4 GeV of energy deposited within
ΔR < 0.4 of the photon, not including the photon itself.
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The transverse mass and Δϕ observables are somewhat
correlated, but we find performance is up to 25% better
with both included. For each model benchmark point, we
optimize over simple cuts in each observable, and use this
to determine the 2σ reach at 300 fb−1 assuming a systematic uncertainty of 10% (and requiring a minimum number
of three signal events).
Results: We show our results in Fig. 5 under “LHC
prompt.” Over the range of splittings considered, our
proposed search is competitive with existing bounds and
can constrain open parameter space for MiDM. The cutoff
of the sensitivity at m1 ∼ 50 GeV is not due to any kinematic
effect, but rather due to a breakdown of the MiDM effective
theory as we discuss below. Nevertheless, we expect the
LHC to have reach for higher masses in a UV-complete
theory.
Validity of the dipole effective field theory: The dipole
operator is simply the lowest term in a series expansion
generated by a UV complete theory with new mass states at
some scale Λ. When the momentum flowing through the
photon, q2 , becomes larger than the scale of the new mass
states, then the new states can appear on-shell and invalidate the effective field theory (EFT). In the case of the
dipole operator, the largest scale Λ at which new states
appear is Λ ≈ e=μγ , which corresponds to UV physics that
saturates the perturbativity limit. Therefore, our analysis
necessarily breaks down near q2 ∼ Λ2, and processes with
q2 > Λ2 are not valid unless resolved by a form factor.
To avoid sensitivity to an unphysical regime, we veto
events where the dipole EFT description is invalid in
calculating our results shown in Fig. 5 [38,107,108]. A
study of Dirac MiDM models in a particular UV completion [52] found that the EFT description was
conservative for rates with pT lower than the cutoff, since
it neglects the typically large contribution to the cross
section for q2 ∼ Λ2 (this also persists at two loops [109]).8
Since our proposed analysis has excellent sensitivity even
in this conservative limit, and the regions of EFT invalidity
are often well-covered by other constraints from Sec. V, we
present our results in the EFT limit.
When kinematically allowed, the valid MC events in
our analysis predominantly come from on-shell production
of Z in association with a jet, with the subsequent decay
Z → χ 2 χ 1 . Since the Z is on-shell (q2 ¼ M 2Z ), the cutoff can
be quite low, Λ ∼ MZ , and the production cross section is
consequently large, leading to good collider sensitivity.
For m1 > mZ =2, DM can no longer be produced via an
For q2 ≫ Λ2, the EFT description is far more optimistic than
the UV complete theory, which in part explains our decision to
employ a method of truncation. Furthermore, the authors of
Ref. [52] found that, even with the large discrepancies in the
spectra between the EFT and UV completion, the difference in
coupling sensitivity of the different methods is Oð25%–50%Þ.
Given the large uncertainties in other aspects of our proposed
analysis, this is within the tolerance of our projections.
8
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off-shell Z, and the q2 leading to DM production is
correspondingly larger, such that only very small dipole
moments are consistent with the EFT condition; in this
case, the production cross section is suppressed both by
smaller dipole moments consistent with the EFT and due to
the additional powers of couplings and phase-space factors
from off-shell production. These two effects combine to
give a sharp decrease in sensitivity for m1 > mZ =2; the
finite nature of our parameter scan leads to the sharp
“cutoff” feature around m1 ∼ 40 GeV in Fig. 5. An
improved analysis with a form-factor resolution of the
vertex may lead to a modest increase in signal rate over the
conservative veto we employ, and consequently some
recovery of sensitivity may be achieved, although it is
beyond the scope of our work to determine the reach of our
search in a particular UV complete theory.
Additionally, in the limit where the EFT is not always
valid at the scale of LHC parton-level interactions, direct
searches for electrically charged states that induce μγ can
become important [110,111], but charged states below
100 GeV are severely constrained by LEP. There may be
overlap between such direct searches and the MiDM
constraints for large dipoles, but the constraints from
charged state searches are model-dependent.
2. B factories
As with the dark photon, the B factories can have
impressive coverage of the MiDM thermal relic parameter
space for DM masses below a few GeV. If the photon from
the χ 2 decay registers in the detector, then signatures of
MiDM can appear in prompt or displaced photon searches
via eþ e− → γ þ χ 2 þ χ 1 . As before, we conservatively
assume that events are recorded via the BABAR monophoton trigger.
Two prompt photons and missing energy: For decay
lengths lχ 2 < 1 cm, the photon from the decay χ 2 → χ 1 þ
γ appears as a prompt photon. Thus in this case, the signal
of interest is two prompt photons, one of which is used to
pass the monophoton trigger, and missing energy arising
from the decay of the neutral χ 2 . In particular, we consider a
signal region with a leading photon satisfying Eγ > 2 GeV
to pass the trigger, a subleading photon with E > 20 MeV
and missing energy E > 50 MeV. This scenario inherits
low backgrounds from the monophoton search, and we
assume that such a signal region is background-free in our
projections in Fig. 5, as the dominant background is γγ and
can be reduced with a missing momentum cut. Thus, we
use 10 signal events as a benchmark for the sensitivity to
this model. Note that we apply the same acceptance cuts on
the leading photon −0.31 < cos θγ < 0.6 (calculated in the
CM frame) as Ref. [94]. This centrality requirement was
important for the analysis from Ref. [94], since the energy
resolution is degraded at smaller θγ , but less crucial for the
MiDM signal as this final state no longer calls for a bump
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search. Relaxing this requirement could indeed result in a
stronger sensitivity to this scenario.
One prompt photon, one nonpointing photon and missing energy: An orthogonal final state to consider has a
decay length lχ 2 > 1 cm. We conservatively only consider
scenarios where the decay occurs within lχ 2 < 50 cm. The
signal region we define in this scenario is one prompt
photon with Eγ > 2 GeV, and one nonpointing photon
with Eγ > 20 MeV. As for the case above, we assume a
background-free scenario in this signal region for our
projection; we find the signal sensitivity to be subdominant
to the diphoton þ E signal, although it may be useful in the
case of unexpected backgrounds for the prompt search.

rates respectively. gs; ðTÞ is the number of entropic degrees
of freedom. The first line of the right-hand side characterizes the change in DM density due to coannihilation, the
second line gives the change due to self-annihilation, and
the third and fourth lines characterize scattering and decay
processes that keep χ 1 and χ 2 in chemical equilibrium with
one another and in kinetic equilibrium with the SM. Using
the Hubble rate during radiation domination HðTÞ ¼
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1.66 g T 2 =mPl (g is the number of relativistic degrees
of freedom), the dimensionless rates are defined to be

IV. INELASTIC DM RELIC ABUNDANCES
In the standard thermal freeze-out scenario, the DM
abundance today is fixed by the DM number density at the
time that its annihilation rate into SM states falls below the
Hubble expansion rate. For any given model, the observed
relic abundance singles out a particular region in parameter
space that is an obvious target for experimental searches. In
many models, the thermal relic parameters are challenging
to directly probe at colliders.
As we have seen, inelastic DM models offer additional
handles at colliders to probe small couplings. To assess the
sensitivity to the thermal relic cross section, we discuss in
this section the calculation of the DM abundance in the
(M)iDM models from Sec. II, leading to the conclusion
that thermal scenarios can be probed in many of the
searches proposed in Sec. III. In iDM models, DM
annihilation proceeds predominantly via coannihilation
of the mass eigenstates; since χ 2 is heavier, its abundance
depletes faster than χ 1 due to decays (χ 2 → χ 1 þ SM) and
scattering (χ 2 þ SM → χ 1 þ SM), and so freeze-out
occurs earlier for mass splittings larger than the freezeout temperature. This suggests that thermal relic iDM
models feature larger couplings to compensate for the less
efficient freeze-out.
In terms of the variable x ≡ m2 =T, the coupled
Boltzmann equations for the DM densities Y i (normalized
to the entropy density) are
dY 1;2
¼
dx

λ12
− A2
x

ð0Þ ð0Þ

½Y 1 Y 2 − Y 1 Y 2  −

λ11;22
A
2
x

½Y 21;2 − ðY 01;2 Þ2 





ð0Þ
ð0Þ
λS ð0Þ
Y2
Y2
 2 Y f Y 2 − ð0Þ Y 1  xγ D Y 2 − ð0Þ Y 1 ;
x
Y
Y
1

1

ð20Þ
where Y i ≡ ni =s is the comoving number density of each
species, a (0) superscript denotes an equilibrium quantity,
sðTÞ ¼ 2π 2 gs; T 3 =45 is the entropy density, and λA , λS , and
γ D are dimensionless annihilation, scattering, and decay

λij
A ¼

sðm2 Þ
hσvðχ i χ j → SMÞi
Hðm2 Þ

ð21Þ

λS ¼

sðm2 Þ
hσvðχ 2 f → χ 1 fÞi
Hðm2 Þ

ð22Þ

γ D ¼ Hðm2 Þ−1 hΓðχ 2 → χ 1 þ SMÞi;

ð23Þ

for χ 1 χ 2 coannihilation, χ 2 f → χ 1 f inelastic scattering, and
χ 2 → χ 1 þ SM decays, respectively. The diagonal rate λiiA is
nonzero if there exist processes that allow χ i χ i → SM þ
SM annihilation.
For the dark photon model, the scalar dark matter
scenario is purely inelastic and so λiiA ¼ 0. For fermion
DM, there exists a self-annihilation channel whose rate is
proportional to the difference of Majorana masses in
Eq. (10), and is also p-wave (helicity) suppressed for the
SM vector (SM axial) current. For the pure dipole scenario,
the χ i χ i → γγ, γZ, and ZZ channels are always open if
kinematically accessible, but the self-annihilation rate is
suppressed by additional powers of the dipole moment.
As in most coannihilation scenarios, the scattering/
decay processes preserve kinetic and chemical equilibrium
between χ 2 and χ 1 throughout freeze-out, and so the system
of Boltzmann equations for Y 1;2 can be replaced by a single
Boltzmann equation for Y tot ¼ Y 1 þ Y 2,
X ij

dY tot
Y 2tot
λA ð0Þ ð0Þ
−1
Y Y :
¼−
ð0Þ
ð0Þ 2
dx
x2 i j
ðY 1 þ Y 2 Þ
i;j

ð24Þ

This approximation is valid over our parameter space.
Considering an example point in the dark photon model,
we show in Fig. 12 the χ 1 and χ 2 yields as a function of
m2 =T. For each model, we determine the parameters of the
theory that give the observed DM relic abundance as a
function of m1 , and we show these curves in Figs. 2–5. We
provide more comprehensive information on the rates that
appear in the Boltzmann equations in Appendix A.
V. CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we consider other constraints on the
parameter space of the dark photon and dipole models,
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iDM Thermal Freeze–Out
10– 1

Δaμ ¼

Y = n/s

Z

0

1

dz

2zð1 − zÞ2
;
ð1 − zÞ2 þ ðmA0 =mμ Þ2 z

ð25Þ

which constrains the upper-left portion of the parameter
space in Figs 2–4.
MiDM: Since MiDM does not introduce any new gauge
boson eigenstates, there are no relevant constraints on the
coupling from precision SM measurements.

10– 5
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αϵ2
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B. LEP constraints
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FIG. 12. Freeze-out for fermion iDM (including coannihilation and subdominant self-annihilation) mediated by an
s-channel A0 with m1 ¼ 10 GeV, Δ ¼ 0.2m1 , and mA0 ¼ 3m1
with hσvi ∼ 10−24 cm3 s−1 , for which Ωχ 1 ∼ ΩDM at late times.
The solid (dashed) curves represent the actual (equilibrium)
number densities for the χ 1;2 species and we define the dimensionless evolution parameter x ≡ m2 =T. Note that the excited
state continues to steadily decay and down-scatter into χ 1 off SM
particles even after χ 1 has frozen out.

reviewing those which are complementary to collider
searches and those which are ineffective in iDM models.
These probes include direct detection experiments, precision measurements of SM parameters, indirect detection,
and LEP.

Dark photon: iDM can be produced via Z → χ 2 χ 1 , as
well as via radiative return production of A0 → χ 2 χ 1 . We
find that the LEP searches for soft leptons and missing
energy are subdominant to the Z-mass constraint discussed
earlier.
MiDM: We considered several constraints, including the
Z invisible width and direct searches for final states with
photons. Over much of the parameter space, we find that
the most powerful constraint comes from a LEP-1 search
for two photons þ missing energy [46]. There is excellent
sensitivity to MiDM due to the relatively low photon
thresholds (two central photons with Eγ > 1) and the very
low backgrounds (no events observed with mγγ > 5 GeV).
We also include the constraint arising from the Z → χ 2 χ 1
contribution to the total width [1], which is particularly
important for fractional mass splittings below 10% where
the diphoton þ MET search is less effective.9
The excluded region is shown in Fig. 5, covering parts of
the thermal relic line for larger splittings (Δ ≳ 0.2m1 ). The
LEP searches have also been used to constrain models with
dipole transitions between multiple Dirac DM states, giving
rise to hard photons [52].

A. Precision electroweak and QED measurements
For models with new neutral gauge interactions, mixing
between the massive gauge bosons can lead to shifts in
observed SM electroweak couplings that are excluded by
electroweak precision and other observables.
Dark photon: At high energies, the gauge invariant
kinetic mixing term is between the A0 and hypercharge.
At low energies, this leads to mixing with the Z and can
shift the observed mass at the Z pole to an unacceptable
extent. Precision electroweak measurements are therefore
sensitive to A0 independent of its decay modes. Constraints
from LEP [45] impose a generic constraint on ϵ ≲ 10−2 at
low mA0 and a stronger limit near the Z mass. We show the
exclusion region in Figs. 2–4.
There are additional constraints from the observed
value of the muon’s anomalous magnetic dipole moment,
ðg − 2Þμ . Despite the ∼3σ discrepancy between theory and
observation of ðg − 2Þμ , the 5σ bounds can still be used to
set a conservative limit on the ϵ=mA0 ratio. In terms of
aμ ¼ ðg − 2Þμ =2, a kinetically mixed gauge boson induces
a shift [9]

C. Indirect detection
Null results in searches for DM annihilation in cosmic
rays or at the epoch of recombination are typically very
constraining of elastic thermal DM models with s-wave
annihilation to states other than neutrinos; for example,
measurements of the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) typically exclude such models for DM masses
below ∼10 GeV [112–114]. In iDM models, however, the
relic abundance is largely set by coannihilation of DM
states in the early universe, whereas the χ 2 abundance is
depleted today, suppressing indirect detection signals; the
mass splittings we consider are too large for signals from
collisional excitation10 [116]. Nevertheless, subleading
The photon from χ 2 → χ 1 þ γ decay is often not soft enough
to avoid the veto used in Z invisible decay searches, and so Z
invisible width constraints are typically subdominant to the total
width measurement.
10
It may be possible for collisional excitation to occur in the
vicinity of supermassive black holes [115], but exploring this
possibility requires a dedicated study and is beyond the scope of
this work.
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processes may mediate residual χ 1 annihilation today, and
we examine the constraints.
Dark photon: In the scenarios we consider, m1 < mA0 ,
and in the limit of zero splitting, self-annihilation only
occurs in either four-body final states or loop-induced
processes, both of which lead to tiny indirect detection
cross sections. If Δ is larger, self-annihilation can also
occur through p-wave-suppressed (via mixing with γ or Z)
or helicity-suppressed (via mixing with Z) operators, both
of which give suppressions that render indirect detection
signals negligible. Therefore, there are no relevant constraints on this scenario.
MiDM: Processes with two insertions of the dipole
operator allow for the tree-level annihilation χ 1 χ 1 → γγ
and γZ (see Fig. 6) [40]. Dark matter annihilating via this
process gives rise to monoenergetic gamma rays originating from the Galactic Center. Even though the indirect
detection cross section is suppressed relative to the singlephoton process determining the relic abundance, gamma
ray line searches have sensitivity to subthermal cross
sections over a broad range of masses. We recast the limits
from Fermi’s line search, Ref. [48], and show the result in
Fig. 5. There is considerable uncertainty in the DM
annihilation rate due to the unknown halo profile. To avoid
over-stating the strength of the indirect detection bounds
relative to collider searches, we use the isothermal profile
bounds in our recast, which gives a bound on μ2γ that is
about a factor of 2–3 weaker than obtained with Einasto
[117] or Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) [118] profiles.
Because photon line cross sections scale as μ4γ , the bound
shown in Fig. 5 has only a square-root sensitivity to the
annihilation cross section limits set by Fermi.
Measurements of the CMB also place constraints on DM
annihilation. DM annihilations near redshift z ∼ 103 can
inject energy into the visible sector and ionize hydrogen at
the CMB’s surface of last scattering [112–114]. However,
we find that current constraints from photon line searches
are stronger than those from the CMB, and so we do not
include CMB constraints in our plots.

MiDM: We have verified that potentially constraining
searches such as a diphoton and missing energy analysis by
ATLAS from Ref. [120] do not cover new parameter space
in the MiDM model.
E. Direct detection
One of the principal motivations for iDM models is that
χ 1 -nucleus tree-level elastic scattering χ 1 N → χ 1 N is no
longer the dominant scattering reaction; the corresponding
inelastic process, χ 1 N → χ 2 N is only allowed for certain
kinematic configurations, modifying the naïve predictions
of DM spin-independent scattering [12]. In particular, when
Δ ≫ j~qj2 =2M N for momentum transfer j~qj and target mass
MN , the inelastic process is kinematically forbidden due to
the low DM velocity. Tree-level spin-independent scattering no longer occurs, significantly reducing all direct
detection constraints.
With spin-independent χ 1 -nucleon cross section limits
now in the vicinity of ∼10−45 cm2 [47,121], other processes contributing to elastic DM scattering can also lead to
constraints. These include higher-order loop-induced processes, as well as on-diagonal interactions suppressed by the
mass splitting. Here, we give an overview of the various
constraints, with details of the calculations provided in
Appendix B.
Dark photon: Elastic χ 1 -nucleus scattering can occur at
loop level by exchanging pairs of dark photons via a virtual
χ 2 state (see Figs. 13 and 14). Whether elastic scattering
enjoys a coherent nuclear enhancement depends on the
characteristic energy scale of the dark photons: the contribution peaks from loop momenta ∼mA0 , and given a
nuclear radius RN , a coherent enhancement occurs for
−1
mA0 ≪ R−1
N and is suppressed for mA0 ≫ RN [122]. In this
latter case, the DM resolves nuclear substructure and scatters

D. LHC
Searches during run 1 at the LHC in principle can
already set constraints on the representative models of iDM
we consider. Here we discuss them in turn.
Dark photon: We checked that standard monojet þ X þ
ET searches for DM at the LHC don’t constrain new
parameter space for the dark photon iDM model. However,
a recent CMS analysis aimed at stop pair production in
SUSY which searched for low multiplicity of jets, in
addition to a pair of soft prompt dileptons and missing
energy, sets limits on the parameter space of our model
[119]. In particular we find it provides complementary
coverage to the searches we propose, namely for larger m1
and Δ, as shown in Figs. 2–4.

FIG. 13. Leading elastic scattering diagram for DM that
couples off-diagonally to a vector mediator or to a photon via
the dipole interaction in the MiDM scenario. For Δ much larger
than the kinetic energy, we can contract the χ 2 internal line and
use the effective interaction shown in Fig. 15.
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FIG. 15. Leading elastic scattering diagram for direct detection
in the MiDM scenario with the χ 2 excited state integrated out. The
gray circle represents an insertion of the effective operator
from Eq. (27).

FIG. 14. Leading elastic scattering diagram for scalar DM that
couples off-diagonally to a vector mediator. Note that the
ϕ1 ϕ1 A0 A0 vertex induces a third diagram at the same order.

predominantly off nucleons. In this paper, we consider
mA0 > mχ ≳ 100 MeV, and so we are nearly always in
the regime where scattering occurs off of nucleons.
Consequently, the elastic scattering rate is not only loop
suppressed, but also suppressed by Z2 relative to conventional spin-independent scattering. For the parameter space
of our study, we find that loop-induced direct detection is
never important relative to other constraints on the dark
photon model for splittings Δ=m1 ∼ 0.1, although direct
detection could be more relevant for smaller splittings where
collider constraints are less effective.
In models where the Majorana masses for each DM
charge eigenstate are maximally different (jmη − mξ j ¼
mη þ mξ in the notation of Sec. II), on-diagonal couplings
to the dark photon are present as shown in Eq. (10). This
gives rise to elastic scattering at leading order in ϵ, but
suppressed by the mass splitting Δ and the DM squared
velocity. For mA0 masses well below the Z, such that the
dark photon mixes predominantly with the photon, the
spin-independent cross section per nucleon at zero momentum transfer in the limit of small splitting is
σ χn ≃

16πϵ2 ααD Δ2 Z2 2 2
μχn v ;
m21 m4A0 A2

ð26Þ

where v is the DM velocity and ZðAÞ is the atomic
(mass) number of the target. We find that, due to the

velocity suppression, the limits from LUX [47] are subdominant to other constraints. For mA0 ≳ mZ, an additional
spin-dependent, velocity unsuppressed channel opens due
to coupling with the SM axial current, but this constraint is
also subdominant.
MiDM: The dipole interaction induces elastic χ 1 -nucleus
scattering at loop level (see Figs. 13 and 15), and scattering
can occur off of both nuclear charge and dipole [43,74]. In
the limit where the splitting is sufficiently large that χ 2
cannot be produced on-shell, the leading effective interaction can be written in terms of a Rayleigh operator [40]



μ2γ
L≃
χ̄ χ F Fμν ;
2m2 1 1 μν

ð27Þ

where we have integrated out the excited state χ 2 (we
neglect additional velocity-suppressed terms). The direct
detection scattering rate for this operator was computed
in Ref. [40]. The resulting spin-independent, elastic cross
section per nucleon is
ðSIÞ

σn

≈

α2 Z4 μ2χn μ4γ 2
Q;
π 2 A2 m22 0

ð28Þ

wherepZðAÞ
is the atomic (mass) number of the target,
ﬃﬃﬃ
Q0 ∼ 6ð0.3 þ 0.89A1=3 Þ fm−1 is the nuclear coherence
scale, and μχn is the DM-nucleon reduced mass. See
Appendix B for a full discussion. We find that the LUX
[47] constraint is subdominant over the parameter space.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this article, we have proposed a set of searches at
colliders that seek to exploit the distinctive signatures of
inelastic dark matter (iDM). In iDM scenarios, direct and
indirect detection constraints are weaker than for elastic
DM, and therefore one prominent blind spot of current
efforts is in the DM mass range of ∼100 MeV–100 GeV.
For fractional mass splittings between the two DM states of
order ∼10%, the heavier excited DM state can decay into
the lighter state along with SM particles at decay lengths
typically smaller than the size of collider experiments.
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These states can be reconstructed at colliders, giving rise to
distinctive iDM signatures.
These additional handles of iDM at colliders allow for
targeted searches that may allow for sensitivity down to
couplings favoured by a thermal DM origin in some of the
simplest iDM scenarios. In particular, we focused on two
representative models, described in Sec. II: that of a split
DM system accompanied by a dark photon that kinetically
mixes with the SM, and that of magnetic dipole iDM. For
each model, we propose new, powerful collider searches that
can greatly increase sensitivity: in the dark photon model,
we find that searches for monojet þ missing momentum þ
displaced lepton could cover nearly all of the remaining
thermal relic territory for DM masses between ∼100 MeV–
100 GeV and splittings of Oð10%Þ. For MiDM, the
proposed searches for monojet þ missing momentum þ
photon can also cover unexplored parameter space compatible with thermal freeze-out (for comparable masses and
splittings as the dark photon model).
In both scenarios, the thermal relic parameter space for
much larger fractional splittings is essentially excluded
by other experiments. For smaller splittings and DM
masses below a few GeV, we find that monophoton þ
missing momentum searches at Belle II could provide
complementary sensitivity in this regime [96]. Finally,
we comment that significant strong sensitivity could be
achieved for mDM ≲ few GeV and small splittings with
new electron beam-dump and active-target experiments
[44,67,97,123,124], proposed proton-beam fixed target
experiments [125–127], and future direct detection experiments [3] optimized for low threshold sensitivity.
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APPENDIX A: FREEZE-OUT RATES
In this appendix, we summarize the relevant cross
sections and rates for the thermal relic abundances computed in Sec. IV. We provide these rates to illustrate their
characteristic scaling; consequently, we typically show
only leading terms in an expansion in powers of DM
velocity and mass splitting. For simplicity, we also present
dark photon rates in the limit m0A ≪ mZ , in which case we
can assume that the dark photon couples predominantly to
the electromagnetic current (this limit is also valid over
much of the parameter space we consider).

1. Annihilation rates
A0 -mediated

For the
interactions in the mA0 ≪ mZ
regime, the leading s-wave annihilation rate for fermion
iDM is
σvðχ 1 χ 2 → f̄fÞ ≈

4πϵ2 ααD ðm1 þ m2 Þ2
;
½ðm1 þ m2 Þ2 − m2A0 2

ðA1Þ

where we have omitted corrections of order mf =m1. For
scalar iDM, the analogous A0 -mediated process is p-wave
suppressed
σvðϕ1 ϕ2 → f̄fÞ ¼

8πϵ2 ααD m1 m2
v2 ;
3½ðm1 þ m2 Þ2 − m2A0 2

ðA2Þ

where v is the relative velocity. In both cases, for mA0
comparable to or larger than mZ , the Z-mediated annihilation diagram must also be included. In our numerical
results, we use the full tree level expression which includes
both contributions and their interference following the
prescription in Eq. (3) and [66].
For the dipole-mediated scenario, including both γ
and Z dipole operators, the s-channel annihilation rate into
SM fermions f̄f correct to first order in splitting and
velocity is [40]

μ
1 þ 2vf Z ζ½ðm1 þ m2 Þ2 
μγ

2
2
2 μZ 2
2
þ ðvf þ af Þ 2 ζ ½ðm1 þ m2 Þ  ;
μγ

σvðχ 1 χ 2 → f f̄Þ ¼ αQ2f μ2γ

ðA3Þ

where Qf is the fermion electromagnetic charge, vðaf Þ is
the ratio of fermion’s vector (axial) charges to the electromagnetic charge, and ζðsÞ ≡ s=ðs − m2Z Þ.
Over the DM mass window we consider in this paper
(100 MeV–100 GeV), annihilation to hadronic resonances
can play a key role in setting the relic abundance in the
early universe, yielding the spikes in the relic density
curves in Figs. 2–5. We can approximately account for the
analytically intractable phase space for hadronic final states
by using the known ratio of hadron and muon production in
eþ e− annihilation RðsÞ ≡ σðeþ e− → hadronsÞ=σðeþ e− →
μþ μ− Þ from Ref. [1]. We decompose the full DM annihilation rate into SM states according to
σvfull ¼ ðσvÞeþ e− θðs − 4m2e Þ


þ ðσvÞμþ μ− θðs − 4m2μ Þ þ θðs − 4m2π ÞRðsÞ :

ðA4Þ

This
pﬃﬃﬃ is done in the vicinity of the hadronic resonances,
s ≲ 12 GeV. For larger DM masses, the couplings to
partons are used.
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The RðsÞ approximation is valid only for couplings to the
SM vector current; the SM axial current has a contribution
to the cross section which differs from the vector current by
terms proportional to m2f , where f is the final state fermion.
In the dark photon model, the axial coupling only arises
from mixing with the Z and scales like m2A0 =m2Z for
mA0 ≪ mZ ; since the RðsÞ approximation is only used
for mχ ≲ 6 GeV, and we consider mA0 not parametrically
larger than mχ , the axial coupling is negligible and the
RðsÞ approximation is valid. Similarly, for the dipole the Z
contribution is suppressed by s2 =m4Z in the RðsÞ regime,
and so is negligible.
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1
hσvi ¼
NðTÞ

Z

∞

s0

pﬃﬃﬃ
dsσðs − s0 Þ sK 1

pﬃﬃﬃ
s
;
T

ðA9Þ

where s0 ¼ ðm1 þ m2 Þ2 and the averaging factor is
NðTÞ ¼ 8m21 m22 TK 2

   
m1
m2
K2
:
T
T

ðA10Þ

K 1 and K 2 are the modified Bessel functions of the first and
second kind.

APPENDIX B: DIRECT DETECTION
2. Scattering rates

1. A0 fermion iDM direct detection

For both fermion and scalar DM, scattering through a
virtual A0 mediator has the same parametric dependence

At loop level, iDM mediated by a massive A0 can scatter
at direct detection experiments via the box diagram in
Fig. 13. For mA0 ≫ R−1
N , the one-loop Feynman diagram in
Fig. 13 involves a single nucleon on the SM side (as
opposed to a nucleus). The differential cross section can be
defined as

hσvðχ 2 e → χ 1 eÞi ∼ 16πϵ2 ααD

T2
:
m4A0

ðA5Þ

For fermion DM scattering through the dipole interaction,
the leading-order term in the velocity expansion is
hσvðχ 2 e → χ 1 eÞi ∼

3αμ2γ :

μ2χn
dσ
¼ 2 jIðmχ ; ΔÞj2 ;
dΩ 4π

ðA6Þ

In the above, the relative velocity v ∼ 1 because the
electrons remain relativistic. For typical values of the
model parameters, these cross sections lead to rates larger
than the Hubble expansion.

ðB1Þ

where I is the integral over the loop momentum and μχn is
the χ-nucleon reduced mass. This can be evaluated using
the formalism of heavy quark effective theory (HQET) as in
Ref. [40]. For zero momentum transfer, the integral can be
written as

3. Decay rates

8iϵ2 ααD
Iðmχ ; ΔÞ ≃
Δ

0

For fermion DM in the A -mediated scenario, the χ 2
width for Δ ≪ m1 ; mA0 is

Z
0

∞

~ lj
~2
djl∥

~ 2
FðjljÞ
;
ðjlj2 þ m2A0 Þ2

ðB2Þ

In each scenario, the width is thermally averaged in the
conventional way to obtain hγ 2 i.

for simplicity, we show the result only for the A0 coupling to
the electromagnetic current, which is valid in the m0A ≪ mZ
limit.
In contrast with Refs. [40,122], the A0 in our regime of
interest generates a short range force that resolves nuclear
substructure, so the scattering is predominantly off nucleons without the additional Z4 enhancement from coherent,
loop scattering off nuclear targets. The monopole form
factor for scattering off protons can be parametrized by
FðqÞ ¼ ð1 þ q2 =m2p Þ−2 , and analogous form factors can be
defined as well for neutrons [125,129]. For the masses and
splittings considered in this paper, existing direct detection
constraints from LUX are too weak to constrain this
process.

4. Inelastic thermal averaging

2. A0 scalar iDM direct detection

To perform the thermal average for iDM in each
scenario, we generalize the results of Ref. [128] to obtain
to first order in the splitting Δ,

The scattering amplitude for this process is the sum of
diagrams in Fig. 14. To leading order, the two box diagrams
can be written in the HQET limit as [40]

4ϵ2 ααD Δ5
Γðχ 2 → χ 1 e e Þ ¼
:
15πm4A0
þ −

ðA7Þ

The corresponding expression for scalar DM de-exciting
through a virtual A0 has the same value in the Δ ≪ mA0
limit.
For excited dark-fermions decaying in the MiDM model,
the width is
Γðχ 2 → χ 1 γÞ ¼

μ2γ Δ3
:
π

ðA8Þ
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Z

A1 þ A2 ≃

Z

~
∞
g2D e2 ϵ2 ðūuÞn d3 jlj
~ 2
Fðj
ljÞ
dE
Δm1
ð2πÞ3
0
Z ∞ 0 0 2
dl ðl Þ þ ð2m1 − E=2Þ2
×
;
½ðl0 Þ2 − λðEÞ3
−∞ 2π

ðB3Þ

where E is a dimensionful Feynman parameter introduced
to simplify denominator products of unequal mass dimension, FðqÞ ¼ ð1 þ q2 =mp Þ−2 is the proton form factor
~ 2.
introduced above, and λðEÞ ¼ E 2 =4 þ m2A0 þ jlj
The third (triangle) diagram contributes
A3 ≃ g2D e2 ϵ2 ðūuÞn
Z

Z
0

∞

Z

~
d3 jlj
ð2πÞ3

dE

~ 2
dl
FðjljÞ
;
0 2
3
−∞ 2π ½ðl Þ − λðEÞ
P
so the total amplitude A ¼ i Ai is squared to give
×

0

∞

hjAj2 i ¼ 4m2n jIðm1 ; ΔÞj2 ;

ðB4Þ

than the kinetic energy of the DM, and we integrate out the
excited state. This is equivalent to performing an HQET
expansion on the DM propagator. The leading-order
effective interactions between DM and nuclei arises from
two photon interactions, which at leading order in the
expansion and up to Lorentz index contractions are

L¼

−

Z

2m1

∞

0


~ lj
~2
djl∥

 2 2
μ2χN αZ2 μ2γ Q0
dσ
j~qj
¼
FN
;
d cos θ
2π
2m2
Q20

þ

1

4m21

~ 2 þ m2 0 Þ2
ðjlj
A


~ 2 þ m2 0 Þ3=2 jlj
~ 2 þ m2 0
ðjlj
A
A

Δm1
~ 2
FðjljÞ
þ
~ 2 þ m2 0 Þ2
4ðjlj
A

ðB5Þ

jIðm1 ; ΔÞj2 m2n
:
4πðm1 þ mn Þ2

ðB6Þ

ðB8Þ

where q~ is the momentum transfer, μχN ≡m1 mN =ðm1 þmN Þ
pﬃﬃﬃ
is the DM-nucleus reduced mass, and Q0 ≡ 6ð0.3þ
A1=3 Þ−1 fm−1 is the coherence scale for a target of mass
number A. In this limit, the spin-independent cross section
per nucleon can be approximated as

and we have averaged over the spin of the nucleon target.
The ϕ1 -nucleon cross section is now
σ ϕn ¼

ðB7Þ

where F~ μν ≡ ð1=2Þϵμναβ Fαβ is the dual electromagnetic
field-strength tensor. To match the conventions in [40] for
this limit, we identify gγγ =4Λ3R ≡ μ2γ =2m2. At the one-loop
level, these interactions give rise to elastic scattering at the
one-loop level through the diagram depicted in Fig. 15;
however, the contribution through scattering from the
second operator in Eq. (B7) is velocity suppressed and
can be neglected when computing direct detection rates.
The differential cross section for coherent nonrelativistic
scattering off nuclear target N is

where the integral is
8iααD ϵ2
Iðm1 ; ΔÞ ¼ −
Δm1


μ2γ
ðχ̄ 1 χ 1 Fμν Fμν þ iχ̄ 1 γ 5 χ 1 Fμν F~ μν Þ;
2m2

ðSIÞ

σn

≃

α2 Z4 μ2χn μ4γ 2
Q;
π 2 A2 m22 0

ðB9Þ

For magnetic dipole scattering through the same boxes in
Fig. 15, we can work in the limit where Δ is much larger

where μχn is the DM-nucleon reduced mass and we have
pﬃﬃﬃ
approximated the Helm form factor [130] as FN ð0Þ ≃ 2= π
at zero momentum transfer. Note that this form is only valid
in the limit where the mass splitting is much larger than the
DM kinetic energy, which is trivially satisfied in our regime
of interest throughout this paper.
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